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INVITATION FOR BIDS 

                           

 

                                         Bid Reference No.: HPP-02-2015 

   
 

1.  National Transmission and Despatch Company (NTDC) “the Employer”, a corporate entity 

constituted after restructuring of WAPDA intends to hire contractors for construction works 

of 132kV D/C interconnecting transmission lines on Rail Conductor for power evacuation 

from 147MW Patrind HPP through open tender financed under NTDC’s own resources on 

the basis of National Competitive Bidding (NCB). Bidding is open to all eligible Bidders in 

their sole capacity or in a joint venture/consortium arrangement. 
 

2. The Employer invites sealed bids under Single Stage-One Envelope bidding procedure from 

eligible firms or persons licensed by the Pakistan Engineering Council in the appropriate 

category for the Works. A foreign bidder is entitled to bid only in a joint venture with a 

Pakistani constructor in accordance with the relevant provisions of PEC bye-laws. The 

National Transmission and Dispatch Company now invites sealed Bids from eligible Bidders 

for the works including but not limited to check survey, pegging out and lay out of tower 

locations, transportation of material, staking of tower material, sub soil investigation, 

provision of access roads where necessary, clearing right of way, construction of associated 

civil works foundations, complete erection, stringing of conductor and accessories, testing 

and commissioning of the aforementioned T/Line in following one lot. Time for completion 

is 12 months (365 days) from the date of receipt of Engineer’s Notice to Commence.. 

 
 

DESCRIPTION APPROX. 

LENGTH 

132kV D/C T/Line from 147MW Patrind HPP to 220kV Mansehra New Grid Station 40 km 

 

 

 

3. Bidders may obtain further information, inspect and acquire the Bidding Documents from the 

Office of the Employer mentioned at the end of this IFB. 
 

4. A complete set of Bidding Documents may be purchased by an interested bidder on 

submission of a written application to the below mentioned office and upon payment of a 

non-refundable fee of Rs 5000/- from 08.02.2016. 

  

5. All bids must be accompanied by a 2% Bid Security of the total bid price in the format 

prescribed in the bidding document. 
 

6. The bids must be delivered to below mentioned address at or before 11:00 hours, on 

24.02.2016. Bids will be opened at 11:30 hours on the same day, in the presence of bidder’s 

representatives who choose to attend at the same address. 

 

7.       The bidder (as single entity or lead partner of a joint venture)  should have performed 

detailed survey, executed conventional/ pile foundations, erected towers and done stringing 

with tension stringing equipment, successfully tested and commissioned during last (07) 

seven years  aggregated length of at least 30 km of 132 KV or higher voltage transmission 

lines out of which length of one line should not be less than 15 km and such transmission 

lines should have been in satisfactory operation at least for two years as on the date of bid 

opening.  
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In case of joint venture, each partner other than lead partner should have performed detailed 

survey, executed conventional/ pile foundations, erected towers and stringing done with 

tension stringing equipment, successfully tested and commissioned during last (07) seven 

years aggregated length of at least 20 km of 132 KV or higher voltage transmission lines out 

of which length of one line should not be less than 10 km and such transmission lines should 

have been in satisfactory operation at least for two years as on the date of bid opening.  

 
 

8. The bidders are requested to give their best and final price as no negotiations are expected. 

 
 

9. The bidder must quote for complete lot. Bid covering only a part of the lot will be rejected. 
 

 NTDC reserve all its rights regarding rejection of bids as defined in Clause 33(1) of PPRA 

Rules 2004. 
 

Chief Engineer (MP&M), 

  622-WAPDA House, Lahore 

 Telephone No. 92-42-99202597 

                        Fax No. 92-42-99202173 


